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APPLICATION REVIEW 
 

ATHENS HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION 
 

APRIL 7, 2022 
 

3:30 P.M. 
 

COUNCIL CHAMBERS 
 

NEW BUSINESS 
 

1. Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) request for C. Seth Sumner- 615 Ingleside 
Avenue- for addition to rear deck.   

 
Application with photos attached 
 
APPLICATION REVIEW AND STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE ATHENS HISTORIC 
PRESERVATION COMMISSION 
(Black text- Applicant Comments, Blue Italics Text-Guideline Policies, Red Italics Text-Staff Comments) 

 

PROPERTY ADDRESS: 615 Ingleside Avenue  

The applicant is seeking to add a new section measuring 7 ft by 10 ft to the existing rear deck, 

using the same wood deck boards and design. The existing deck is non-contributory and built in 

the 1980s or 1990s.  

 

Decks may be approved if located, designed, and constructed in a manner sensitive to 

the building. The deck should be unobtrusive and visually screened, should not damage 

or obscure significant features or materials, and be structurally self-supporting and 

removable without harming the building. The deck should be compatible in size, 

materials, and scale (pg 59).  

 

The proposed addition to the existing deck would meet the Guidelines. It is screened by 

landscaping and will not damage the existing building.  

 

2. Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) request for Cindy Ensminger- 607 Ingleside 
Avenue- for addition of paver stones in the patio area and addition of a fence to the 
retaining wall.  

 
Application with photos attached 
 
APPLICATION REVIEW AND STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE ATHENS HISTORIC 
PRESERVATION COMMISSION 
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(Black text- Applicant Comments, Blue Italics Text-Guideline Policies, Red Italics Text-Staff Comments) 

 

PROPERTY ADDRESS: 607 Ingleside Avenue  

Instead of concrete (because we can’t get anyone to do it), we would like to change it to paver 

stone. These will be from the retaining wall to the house. Also, the parking area will remain as 

gravel vs. changing it to concrete.  

 

The retaining wall, which was previously approved, will be around 4 feet to 4 feet 6 inches. The 

general contractor said we need a fence or railing for safety reasons. We are asking permission 

to add a fence to the top of the retaining wall. It will be approximately 80 feet long.  

 
Construct new fences and walls, if necessary, in traditional materials in locations and 

configurations characteristic of the district. Ensure the height of new fences and walls is 

consistent with the that of historic fences and walls in the district. Vinyl and metal chain 

link fences are not appropriate in front yards or other locations where they are visible 

from the public-right-of-way, as they detract from the character of the historic district 

and are incompatible landscape features (pg 56).  

 

It is up to the AHPC to determine if the proposed paver stones would be appropriate. It is 

also up to the AHPC to determine if the proposed vinyl fence would be appropriate. 
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